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Kunti May Wulan

“And the good land - its vegetation emerges by permission of its Lord; but
that which is bad - nothing emerges except sparsely, with difficulty. Thus, do
We diversify the signs for a people who are grateful” QS 7:58
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Abstract
In this study, a cost-benefit analysis of water storage capacity was conducted adopting an optimisation
model in GAMS. Using this model, the rainfall patterns, evaporation losses, water input to cop
production, water balance in the storage, storage capacity, total investment cost, and the total net
benefits were simulated to investigate the optimal capacity of water storage for providing it in Malang
Regency, the Lower Brantas River Basin area. A set of four scenarios were formulated. The benchmark
scenario showed the optimal capacity required to achieve maximum rice production, while scenario A,
B and C showed how the optimal capacity and its total benefits related to the total area, discount rate,
and construction cost, respectively. The results of this study showed that investing in water storage
would be economically viable with positive NPV in 25 years and it could enhance the rice production by
around 47%. The optimal capacity resulted from benchmark scenario was more than 12,000 m3 to
supply water of 1,120 hectares. The optimal capacity is sensitive to the total area; the larger the total
area, the bigger the required capacity. However, this is not a linear relationship such as the discount
rate and construction cost parameters. The storage capacity was not significantly changed by the
discount rate and construction cost. Building a water storage under a high discount rate is still feasible,
though it might be more profitable under a small discount rate while taking into consideration its
construction cost.
Keywords: water storage, optimisation, cost-benefit analysis, optimal capacity, net economic benefits
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. Background and problem statement
Water scarcity is a major environmental problem because water demand rises rapidly as the
consequence of population growth and economic development. This issue becomes a threat for
countries such as Indonesia. The problem of water shortage has been escalating in Indonesia due to
limited infrastructure in parts of the country. Statistically, Indonesia is not a water-scarce country,
because its total water availability is 690 billion m3/year, which is a lot more than its demand of 175
billion m3/year (Asian Development Bank, 2016). However, there is inequality between water
availability and water demand among the islands in the country. For instance, Java as the most densely
populated island in Indonesia (with more than 14 million people, which equals to 60 percent of its total
population) has less than 10 percent of the country’s water. On the other hand, Kalimantan has 30
percent of Indonesia’s water and is only inhabited by six percent of the country's total population. Due
to the unequal supply and demand of water, Java had a big deficit gap of 134,103 million m 3/year
between the availability of water (30,569.2 million m3/year) and the water demands (164,672 million
m3/year) in 2015 (Sumaryanto, 2014).
The water deficit in Java is in dire need of proper management. Otherwise, the main sectors of economy
such as agriculture and industrial purposes will be affected. Java uses water as much as 123.8 billion
m3/year for agriculture purposes in 2015 (Irianto, 2011). It was 74.11 percent of the total water demand
while water demand from domestic, municipal, and industrial uses are only 11.34% of the total water
demand (Irianto, 2011). From this point, agriculture sector captures the significant share of the water
supply. It is possible due to water being an essential input for agricultural production. The production
of crops is controlled by the supply of water more than any other single factor (Paudyal & Gupta, 1990).
Declining water availability is seen as a threat to the sustainability of the agriculture sector (Asseng,
Zhu, Wang, & Zhang, 2015). Since the agricultural sector competes for water supply with the other
sectors, food supply for the human population will be affected by water scarcity as the consequence.
Besides, the dilemma of water scarcity will be exacerbated by climate change. Climate change will likely
affect precipitation and weather system and disrupt the established alternating dry and wet periods
that it usually experiences. Due to the disruption in both seasons, a level of uncertainty to the flood or
drought rises (Asian Development Bank, 2016). The Second Assessment Report of the IPCC informed
that climate change would lead to increases in both floods and droughts (Arnell, 1999).
In the wet season, rainfall is predicted to increase in both amount and frequency, but decline during
the dry season. The temperature in the countries along the equator becomes warmer in the dry season,
which in turn will affect the evaporation in the surface water. The gap between the amount of rainfall
in the dry season and the wet season will, therefore, be larger. The alteration in rainfall distribution
influences crop growth and yield (Asseng et al., 2015). The temperature fluctuations due to climate
change increase the vulnerability of farmers particularly for smallholder farmers.
Hence, conserving the water surplus in the wet season to meet water need in the dry season by holding
it in storage could be a potential way to overcome this problem. The more unreliable the natural supply
becomes, the greater the need for water storage (Payen, Faurès, & Vallée, 2012). Water storage is
required because it is not possible to distribute water from areas of abundance to areas of scarcity due
to the physical geography of the country (Piesse, 2016). Therefore, building more water storage seems
to be a reasonable solution for the gap between water demands and water needs in the country.
1

At present, Indonesia has 12.56 billion m3 of total water storage capacity or 52.55 m3 per capita in terms
of a ratio of storage per capita (Asian Development Bank, 2016). Particularly, Java has some dams and
reservoirs as multi-purpose water storages, such as irrigation, hydroelectricity, industrial and domestic
purposes. In total, Java has 87 reservoirs with a volume of 5.8 billion m3 of which 77.2% is active storage
(Asian Development Bank, 2016). At least, there are eight large reservoirs in the Brantas River Basin
area with the total current active storage is approximately 350 million m 3 (Rodgers et al., 2002). For
instance, Sutami Dam was built on 1973 and is still operating for multi purposes. Yet, some regions in
the province still face droughts during the dry periods. In 2015, based on data Department of
Agriculture East Java Province, the total paddy field experiencing drought reached more than 20,000
hectares (Arfani & Noer, 2015)
Water storage per capita declined over the years because storage capacity does not keep pace with the
population increase. It happens due to the failure of the existing systems to perform properly and
waterlogging that degraded water supply, salinization, and other environmental problems. Thus, to
overcome the water storage problem, the government plans to build 65 new reservoirs with a capacity
of 8.2 billion m3 by 2019. By building more new reservoirs, water availability per capita is expected to
rise from 49.2 m3 in 2014 to 76.4 m3 in 2019 (Asian Development Bank, 2016).
However, building a water storage costs a lot of money, and it is important to be able to make the right
trade-offs between the cost and the benefits of providing it. The new storage requires an optimal
capacity to serve water for many areas in need and enhances the net economic benefits from the
agriculture sector. Many studies (Ahmed & Shyam, 2005; Bharati et al., 2008; Rosegrant et al., 2000;
Srivastava & Patel, 1992) have been conducted to determine storage capacity by using various
optimisation models. Thus, this study focuses on the optimisation model in the case study area.

1.2. Research objective
In line with the government plan to build more new reservoirs, this research aims to develop an
optimisation model to analyse how the optimal storage capacity of a water storage is related to crop
production function, the total area, and rainfall patterns for achieving maximum benefit of agriculture
and minimum cost of providing the storage in the Malang Regency, the Lower Brantas River Basin area,
East Java Province.

1.3. Research questions
To achieve the objective of this research, three specific research questions will be addressed, that are:
1. What is the effect of water availability on the crop production in the study area in concerning
rainfall patterns and total area?
2. What is the optimal capacity of a water storage to fulfil water need for agriculture purpose?
3. What are the net benefits of providing a water storage in the case study area?

1.4. Methodology
In general, all research questions will be addressed by a mathematical model aimed at optimising a
profitable storage. The model is employed to compute the capacity of storage subject to the water
input for crop production. The first research question will be addressed by the yield-water evaluation
and rainfall estimation from the meteorological data. Research questions 2 and 3 will be addressed by
the optimisation model itself. I also designed four scenarios to answer the question; benchmark
scenario, scenario A, scenario B, and scenario C. The benchmark scenario address all research questions
in the baseline condition. Scenario A, B and C is related to all questions but there will be a different
2

value of one parameter per each scenario to see its effect to the decision variable. More details on the
research methodology will be explained in the Chapter 3.

1.5. Thesis outline
This thesis report is organised into five chapters. A brief introduction to the study is presented in
Chapter 1. Chapter 2 elaborates the theoretical framework guiding the study answering the research
questions. Next, Chapter 3 provides the methodology that is used to achieve the purpose of this study.
In this chapter, the study area is described, and sources of data are explained. Chapter 4 describes the
effect of water availability on crop production function, how the model works to find the optimal
capacity of a water storage to meet water needs for agriculture purposes, and how much the
comparison of cost and benefit for providing the storage in the study area. The result is a combination
of graphs, tables, and explanations. Finally, Chapter 5 closes this report with the discussion and
conclusion of the research. In this chapter, the highlights of the implication for further research is
presented.

3
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Chapter 2. Theoretical framework
2.1.

Rainfall and evaporation

The amount of rain that falls on the earth surface is the major source of water supply both for
agriculture and for human consumption (Rahman, Islam, & Hasanuzzaman, 2008). Indonesia as a humid
tropical country has the average annual rainfall of approximately 2,350 mm (Asian Development Bank,
2016). According to this number, it can be classified as a high amount of water thus, there is no doubt
about water availability in the wet season. Moreover, the high intensity of rainfall might cause flooding
every year in parts of the country. On the contrary, drought problems happen in some places during
the dry season and they have become more extreme recently. Figure 1 shows that the rainfall
decreased due to the starting of the dry season before increasing gradually in October and reached the
highest magnitude on December.

Source: The World Bank Group1
Figure 1 Average monthly rainfall in Indonesia from 1990-2012
However, the rainfall pattern showed in Figure 1 might be different for some parts of the country due
to varied average monthly rainfall throughout the year. Aldrian & Susanto (2003) illustrated a big annual
variation of rainfall patterns in three different regions in Figure 2. Southern Indonesia from South
Sumatera to Timor Island, Southern Kalimantan, Sulawesi and part of Papua are classified region A, with
monsoon-type rainfall. Region B with equatorial-type rainfall covers North-West Indonesia, including
Northern Sumatera to North-Western Kalimantan and region C with a local rainfall type includes Maluku
and Northern Sulawesi.
The study area is located on Java island, which means it has a monsoon-type rainfall that the slope goes
down from May until October (Figure 2A). It has the same patterns as the average monthly rainfall for
Indonesia. The lowest point of Region A pattern is in August, in contrast, the highest magnitude of the
rainfall occurs in January. However, this pattern could change along with the change of global climate.
1

Available at
http://sdwebx.worldbank.org/climateportal/index.cfm?page=country_historical_climate&ThisRegion=Asia&This
CCode=IDN
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The U-shaped pattern in Figure 2 means that there is a big gap in the amount of rainfall between wet
and dry season.

Source: (Aldrian & Susanto, 2003)
Figure 2 Annual rainfall patterns in three regions
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Figure 3 Average monthly rainfall for East Java in 1995 and 2015
From 1995 to 2015, the total annual rainfall in East Java experienced a 18.3% decrease. The gap
between dry season and the wet season became larger as seen in Figure 3. If this difference is gets
higher and the slope becomes steeper in the next 25 years, droughts will happen longer and affect
negatively the water supply. In contrast, the total annual rainfall in 2015 was higher than the past two
decades. It caused floods in the farming field more often than the years before. Both floods and
droughts affect agricultural outputs because water is a key input for most agricultural outputs including
rice (Fujii, 2016). Hence, the water storage is needed to maintain the supply and demand of agricultural
products especially rice production in the area over a year.
However, the water in storage may be lost by several causes. One of these causes is surface
evaporation, which means the transformation from the liquid to vapour at a temperature below the
boiling point (World Meteorological Organization, 2012). In contrast to evapotranspiration, which also
takes into account the influence of transpiration of crop, the evaporation in this study considers the
losses of evaporated water from man-made storage only (Liebe, 2002). Gross evaporation from water
surfaces in the temperate and tropical climates like Indonesia may amount to a few metres a year.
In the dry season, the storage is subject to massive evaporation which exhausts the stock at the same
time with withdrawal for irrigation (Mahendrarajah, Jakeman, & Young, 1996). The amount of water
that evaporates from the surface area becomes higher in the future as the global temperature turns
into warmer caused by climate change. The higher evaporation rate leads to the decreasing of total
annual rainfall (Wati, 2015). The higher evaporation also drives the higher water demand of the crop.
It will affect the amount of water that could be stored in the storage. Thus, new water storage needs
to take into consideration the rainfall and evaporation factor.

2.2. Water for crop production
Water is a major input in crop production that contributes to the value of production (Small &
Carruthers, 1991). The primary source of water for crop production is rainfall (Dastane, 1974) and if
crops were supplemented by a small amount of irrigation, production would be somewhat higher (Small
& Carruthers, 1991). In the wet season when water is relatively abundant, water input in crop
production is usually fulfilled by rainfall. If rain occurs continuously, more and more water from rainfall
7

is added to the crops. Production would increase until the maximum level, but as the amount of water
is increased while other inputs remain constant, the marginal product would gradually decrease (Small
& Carruthers, 1991). Under diminishing returns to crop production, the water should be distributed to
a water storage that can hold it until the water is drawn off for use in the dry season when it is relatively
scarce (Keller, Sakthivadivel, & Seckler, 2000; Natural Resources Conservation Services, 2005). A water
storage acts to cope with water supply variability and enhance water security (Gaupp, Hall, & Dadson,
2015).
Water storage serves as a buffer against the variability of the rainfall regimes and therefore increases
the resilience of the farmers during the dry season (Payen et al., 2012). In other words, water storage
is similar to an insurance mechanism for the farmers to secure at least one dry season crop that can be
harvested (Payen et al., 2012). The stocked water in storage can ensure that the farmers have enough
input for their production a whole year. Also, with water storage provided, they have the possibility to
plant not only rice but more profitable crops. For instance, in a case of the study area with mountainous
topography, horticultural commodities are rather potential.

2.3. Optimisation models
An optimisation model has been widely used and developed by many researchers in this topic.
Srivastava & Patel (1992) mention that optimisation is usually used to obtain the preliminary design
model in an irrigation project. Heinz, Pulido-Velazquez, Lund, & Andreu (2007) stated that it is because
optimisation model can identify promising combinations of various action within natural and humanmade constraints. It also helps to identify “what’s best” in a broad sense and allows for identification
of promising alternatives given a wide range of management policies (Heinz et al., 2007).
The various models have been developed to deal with different aspects of water storage. Mishra et al.
(2009) developed a model to determine the optimal size of the auxiliary storage reservoir and optimal
cropping pattern with the minimum and maximum area under different crops as constraints. Gaupp et
al. (2015) used optimisation to investigate how storage capacity can improve water security in the
world’s most important basin. They used substitution of water from wet months to dry months. Ahmed
& Shyam (2005) focused on evaluation different geometries of the water ponds. They concluded what
is the best geometry of ponds and resulted in the optimum storage capacity for different excavation
depths. However, they did not link the water demand from any sector to the size of water ponds.
These studies informed that optimisation model could provide possible combination alternatives over
the largely complex solution in the topic of water management. However, they did not report the
relationship among different parameters such as total area and construction cost of the storage, which
could be utilised for the optimal capacity of storage. So far, studies that precisely results in the value of
the optimal capacity of a water storage concerning the net benefits of providing it in the study area
with longer time horizon than a year in Indonesia are rare, particularly in the case study area. Rodgers
et al. (2002) have used an optimisation model specifically for the Brantas basin. They addressed the net
benefits of basin’s multipurpose but their solution focuses on water pricing and policy scenarios. From
this point, the study is trying to obtain the value of optimal capacity for a water storage needed with
an optimisation model by taking into consideration the cost and benefit of providing it.

2.4. Overview of theoretical framework
To summarise, the rainfall trend in Indonesia particularly in the study area seems to keep changing both
in amount and frequency, and gradually decreases despite being a primary source of water input in
crop production (Dastane, 1974). Less rainfall and a longer period of dry season drive the threat of
water scarcity in the country. This risk becomes double because of climate change. If this matter is not
8

properly dealt with, food supply in the study area will be threatened. In the worst case, food supply for
the national level can also be disrupted due to 20 percent of supply in the national level comes from
the study area (Badan Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Malang, 2016). Building a water storage is a potential
premise in the study area as it is not a water-scarce area. Thus, there is an opportunity to capture water
in the wet season to fulfil the demand in the dry season. Water storage acts as an anticipatory
mechanism for the farmers to face future dry seasons, likely exacerbated by climate change. Through
water storage, the farmers feel more confident to plant their field throughout the year. However, to
build a water storage needs a considerable fund. The bigger the water storage, the more costly it is to
develop and access (Keller et al., 2000). Therefore, proper analysis about how much the optimal
capacity is needed. By using an optimisation model, the capacity of a water storage can be obtained
while taking into consideration its costs and benefits. The optimal capacity resulted from the model
refers to the net benefit maximum that can be achieved at the decision time which is 25 years. For
more details, the graph below presents the framework of this study.

Input
• Rainfall
• Crop
production

Process

Output

Optimisation
model

Cost and benefit
analysis

Figure 4 Theoretical framework of the research
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Chapter 3. Methodology
3.1. Study area and data collection
The case study area is in the Brantas River Basin area focusing on Malang Regency, East Java Province,
Indonesia. The area is chosen for the availability of data regarding the rice production while it is also
one of many coverages area of Brantas River Basin which is the second largest basin in Java. Brantas
river’s length is approximately 320 km, and the catchment area of the basin is approximately 14,103
km2, covering 25 percent of the total area of East Java Province and 9 percent of the total area of Java
island itself. Figure 5 below is illustrated the topography of case study area by the existing
infrastructures.

Figure 5 Infrastructure map for Malang Regency, East Java Province in 20142
Malang Regency is located between 112°17’ - 112°57’E and 7°44’ - 8°26’S. Based on data from Badan
Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Malang (2016), the study area is a plateau area which is surrounded by several
mountains and lowland or valley region at an altitude of 250-550 meters above sea level. Due to its
topography, the average air temperature is relatively low, ranging from 17° C to 27.6° C in 2015. In
addition, the study area has long ranges of the average humidity from 9 percent to 99 percent. The
average rainfall in Malang Regency ranges from 15.3 mm to 485 mm.
Like the majority region in Java, farming sector is the main sector in Malang Regency economy. Thus,
there is little doubt that the most of the area of Malang Regency is a farming field, which is about 14.31
percent (45,888 hectares) is irrigate rice field, 32.06 percent (102,819 hectares) is crop, 7 percent
2

The infrastructure map for Malang Regency was retrieved from http://loketpeta.pu.go.id/peta-infrastrukturkabupaten-malang-2014
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(22,443 hectares) is plantation area, and 13.65 percent (43,782 hectares) is forest (Badan Pusat Statistik
Kabupaten Malang, 2016). However, the study only counts 1,120 hectares of rice field area. This area
is chosen because it is a part of Malang Local Technical Organizer irrigation network that received
supply from the Lower Brantas River. Moreover, background information collected from news, reports
and journals about water scarcity issues in Indonesia is another reason for choosing this area.
For running the model, data is collected mainly through literature studies and secondary data
specifically for the study area published from various sources such as governmental institution, official
research institute, university or college records, and previous published journals and reports. After
collecting secondary data, the value of parameters is estimated before inputting them to the model
code in GAMS. Next, the results from the model will be presented in tables and graphs with detailed
explanation in the following chapter.
Furthermore, the secondary data used as an input for most of the parameter in the model. For instance,
hydrological data such as the parameter of rainfall and evaporation is collected from the Council of
Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG) Karang Ploso. The detail information of hydrological
data will be presented in the next chapter. Data for farm gate price of rice, crop production cost, and
the total area are supported by Statistic Centre Bureau (BPS) Indonesia and Malang Regency. Data on
the number of discount rate is gained from Bank Indonesia Report. Fixed price parameter for calculating
the total cost is estimated from many reports of the previous conducted project and assumption from
the researcher.

3.2. Model structure
The model is developed by using environmental economic modelling called by GAMS /CONOPT that has
been used widely in the water resource and agricultural economic research communities (Bharati et
al., 2008). The model explains the impact of water supply to the crop productions by analysing water
requirement in varies seasons (dry and wet season) for crop production and water balances in the
storage. The model considers an objective function, water balances for the storage, water demand for
irrigation, rainfall patterns each month and a yield-water production function. Rainfall patterns are
considered due to their use as an input in the water-balance calculation for the storage, and the fact
that they will be affected by climate change. Afterwards, the model compares the value of all the
quantifiable benefits gained due to a water storage for the next 25 years with the costs of implementing
the water storage. The model also includes physical and economic constraints; such as a limit on the
maximum extent of irrigable area, investment cost, farming cost, and pumping cost for irrigation. Figure
6 below shows the model scheme of this study that have been performed in GAMS.

12

Figure 6 Scheme of water storage model in the Lower Brantas River Basin, Indonesia
The objective function of GAMS model consists of maximizing the net benefit of building a reservoir
irrigation storage minus its costs for building and operation & maintenance. Mathematically, the
objective can be presented as follow:
𝑣𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒(𝑡)−𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠(𝑡)

𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑍 = ∑𝑇𝑡=1 1+𝑝𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑝𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟(𝑡) − 𝑣𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡

(1)

where 𝑍 is the sum of profit of water storage project (millions of IDR), 𝑣𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒(𝑡) shows the revenue
of agricultural sector derived from benefit of paddy production at season t (millions of IDR) and
𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠(𝑡) shows the cost for providing a water storage at season t, including operation and
maintenance costs, farming cost, pumping cost for irrigation purposes (millions of IDR), 𝑣𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
includes cost for storage construction, cost for consultant and designer which is 10% from construction
cost (millions of IDR), and 𝑇 is the time of water storage’s lifespan which is 25 years. For this study, it is
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assumed that one year equals three seasons because rice in Indonesia needs around four months from
the growing phase until it is ready to be harvested.
The various terms of the objective function are expressed in terms of the decision variables and the
cost and benefit coefficients. To gain the benefit from production of paddy in relation with water
application, an adaptation model from Bouman & Tuong (2001) will be used as follow:
𝑣𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙×(1 − 𝑒 −𝛽(𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑡)) )

(2)

in which 𝑣𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑡) is actual yield of paddy (ton per ha), 𝑝𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 stands for yield potential
(ton per ha) which is defined as the yield of paddy when grown in environments to which it is adapted,
with water non-limiting and the other stresses effectively controlled (Evans & Fischer, 1999),
𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑡) is water input for production at time t (m3 per ha) and 𝛽 is the initial factor use
efficiency of water yield function (g grain per kg water) (Bouman & Tuong, 2001).
After calculating the yield of paddy, the total quantity of paddy in a year will be assessed with the
following function:
𝑣𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡) = 𝑣𝑌𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑡)×𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

(3)

where 𝑣𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡) is the total amount production of paddy in cropped area at time t (ton) and
𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is the total harvested area (ha).
The maximization benefit of paddy’s production is subject to the following constraints. First, it is water
input constraint with the function as follow:
𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑡) = 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) + 𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡)

(4)

where 𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑡) is water input for production (mm). Water input is the sum of rainfall and
irrigation application from transplanting to harvest, or from sowing to harvest in the case of directseeding (Bouman & Tuong, 2001). 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) is the actual amount of rainfall that can be absorbed
by the crop in the harvested area at time t (mm). 𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is the total amount of water supplied
from the storage for irrigation at time t (mm). Water from irrigation will differ in each season depends
on the water availability from rainfall in each season at harvested area.
To calculate the amount of water that evaporates, enters, and is withdrawn at the storage, the function
below will be used:
𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡)
) ×𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀

𝑣𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) = (𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎×𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎)×((

(5)

where 𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is the area of water storage (ha) times with 𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎 which is 10000 as a
conversion of the parameter unit of the evaporation, 𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is the parameter of
evaporation (m3 per m2), and 𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 is a coefficient for evaporation (Arnold & Stockle,
1991). The evaporation coefficient is defined as the ratio of an experimental evaporation rate to a
theoretical maximum rate (Eames, Marr, & Sabir, 1997). The value of 𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 in this study
is 0.17 based on reference for evaporation of water at low pressure with surface replenished (Narusawa
& Springer, 1975).
𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡)
)
𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀

𝑣𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) = (𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎×𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎)× (
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(6)

where 𝑣𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) is the total amount of rainfall in the storage at time t (m3) and 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) is
the parameter of rainfall (mm) times 𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀 which is conversion parameter for calculating the
amount of rainfall in millimetre becomes meter (m).
𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡)
) ×(𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎×𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎)
𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀

(

≥0

(7)

Where 𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is the amount of irrigation water (m3) and it is changed with the parameter
𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑀 from mm to be m, while 𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎is the harvested area (ha).
For the assessment of the required water storage volume, a conventional control volume approach as
stated in (Bharati et al., 2008) will be used with some modifications as follows:
𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) − 𝑣𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) −
𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) − 𝑣𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡)
for t =1, 2, …, 74 and

(8)

𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) − 𝑣𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) − 𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) −
𝑣𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) ≥ 0 for t = 75

(8a)

𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) is the stock of water in the storage (m3), 𝑣𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is evaporation on the
surface of the storage (m3), 𝑣𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡) is the total amount of rainfall in the storage area (m3),
𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡) is the amount of irrigation (m3), and 𝑣𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟(𝑡) is the amount of water in
the storage that have to releases for keeping a balance in it (m3).
The objective function is also subject to the area constraint as follow:
𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 + 𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 ≤ 𝑝𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

(9)

where 𝑝𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is the total area that is served by the Brantas river basin (ha), 𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is
the total of harvested area, and 𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is the total area for building a water storage. Also, the
capacity of water storage should be larger than the total water over time, as accommodated in the
function below:
𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

(10)

where 𝑣𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘(𝑡) is the total water stock in the storage at time t (m3) and 𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the
capacity of the water storage (m3).
The storage capacity is bounded by the area and its depth, presented by the function below:
𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 ≤ 𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎×𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎×𝑝𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ

(11)

where 𝑣𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 is the possible area to build a storage that will be calculated by Eq. 9 (ha) times,
while 𝑝𝑀2𝑖𝑛𝐻𝑎 is a conversion from hectare to m2 and 𝑝𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ is the depth of the water storage (m),
and 𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the capacity of the water storage (m3).
Moreover, the cost-benefit analysis of providing a water storage for certain areas will be calculated in
the range of 25 years, since project needs a certain amount of time to gain the benefit from it. On the
other hand, valuing costs and benefits for studies like this present one is a demanding task that requires
extreme care and creativity (Nas, 1996). In cost-benefit analysis, Nas (1996) mentioned that the present
value of future benefits and costs of a project must be calculated and compared to the present value
of investment costs to know if the project is profitable or not.
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Hence, the total revenue from agriculture sector only derives from benefit of paddy production that
will be calculated as follow:
𝑣𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒(𝑡) = [∑𝑇𝑡=1 𝑣𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡)×𝑝𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒]

(12)

where 𝑣𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑡) is the total quantity of paddy production at time t (ton), 𝑝𝑅𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 is farm gate
price of paddy (millions of IDR per ton. While the present value of a project will be calculated as follow:
𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠(𝑡) = [(𝑣𝐼𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑡)×𝑝𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡) + 𝑝𝑂𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑡)] + (𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡×
𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎)

(13)

where 𝑝𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the cost for withdrawing water from a storage for irrigation (millions of IDR
per m3), 𝑝𝑂𝑀𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the cost for storage operation and maintenance at time t (millions of IDR), and
𝑝𝐹𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the cost of farming at time t (millions of IDR per ha) times the total harvest area
(𝑣𝐻𝑎𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎). It assumes that the total cropped area is the same with the total harvested area.
𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡×𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

(14)

where 𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 is the total cost of building a storage (millions of IDR), 𝑝𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
is the fixed cost for constructing a storage (millions of IDR per m3), and 𝑣𝐾𝑎𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 is the total capacity
of the storage (m3). This variable will be added to the cost for the storage consultant and designer (10%
from total cost for building a storage) to the total investment cost (Nippon Koei Co. & Yachiyo
Engineering Co., 2007) The investment cost will be estimated as follows:
𝑣𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 + (10%×𝑣𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡)

(15)

The value of parameters particularly for price is estimated based on literature reviews from previous
projects (Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, 2016; Nippon Koei Co. & Yachiyo Engineering
Co., 2007) that had been executed in Indonesia. For instance, fixed price for rice3 is 4.13 million of IDR
per ton, construction cost for storage4 is 33,500 IDR per m3, cost for storage operation and
maintenance5 is 97.3 million of IDR per season, farming cost6 is 1.587 million of IDR per hectare, and
pumping cost7 is 5 million of IDR per season.

3.3. Input parameter
As discussed in the previous part, input parameters were collected from several resources particularly
for hydrological data such as rainfall and evaporation. The data of 2015 was used in the first year of this
model. As the model is developed for calculating the optimal capacity of storage with 25 years of
lifespan, the data needs to be predicted for the upcoming years. The functions below are used to
estimate the amount of rainfall and evaporation:

3

This number is the price of Padi IR-64 on January 2015 based on the table of average producer prices of farmer
commodity per month from BPS Malang Regency. Full table can be checked at
https://malangkab.bps.go.id/index.php/linkTabelStatis/593
4
The price of storage construction is an estimation price based on the dam project of Ministry of Public Works
and Public Housing in North Minahasa, North Sulawesi with a contract value of 783 billion of IDR for the capacity
of 23.37 MCM. It is accessed at https://lpse.pu.go.id/eproc/lelang?q=kuwil+kawangkoan&s=5
5
The value for OM cost parameter is an assumption price based on the existing storage in Indonesia. This cost is
including the labour cost for manager and technician and the maintenance for the storage itself.
6
The value of farming cost is calculated from the table of average farming cost 2015 published by BPS Malang
Regency. Full table can be checked at https://malangkab.bps.go.id/index.php/linkTabelStatis/594
7
The number of pumping cost is based on assumption from the researcher for this study.
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𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 = 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡 − 3)×(1 + 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)

(16)

𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙(𝑡 − 3)×(1 + 𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒)

(17)

where 𝑝𝑅𝑎𝑖𝑛𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 and 𝑝𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑝𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 are the assumption value of changes in rainfall and
evaporation in the future which are 4.6% and 3%, respectively. These numbers are based on (Cruz et
al., 2007), which reported that rainfall in Southeast Asia will change as much as 4.6% by 2050s while
the annual temperature would change between 1.5° to 3.7° C. Table 1 presents the actual amount of
rainfall and evaporation in the first year. Those numbers are used as an initial value to measure the 25
years’ prediction of rainfall and evaporation in the study area by using equation (16) and (17). Equation
(16) and (17) were put in the loop function in benchmark model that requires execution of each
function for every set member in turn, which is 75 seasons for this study. Each season is summed up
from both rainfall and evaporation of four months. Season 1 consists of March until June, Season 2
consists of July until October, and Season 3 consists of November until February. From Table 1, it can
be seen that Season 2 is the dry season with very limited rainfall, whereas Season 3 is the wet season.
Table 1 Initial value of input parameters in the first year
Parameter (mm)
Season 1
Season 2
Rainfall
683
9
Evaporation
541.2
709.3
Source : Badan Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Malang, 2016
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Figure 7 Rainfall and evaporation pattern prediction for 25 years in the Malang Regency
After executing the inner loop, the amount of rainfall and evaporation were obtained as shown in Figure
7. The rainfall pattern seems to decline gradually while the evaporation takes place the opposite. The
higher evaporation changes every year, the larger amount of water lost in the storage. The changing
value of these three parameters was deliberately set in the highest value as a form of anticipation for
the worst case in the study area.
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Hereafter, the rainfall was used to measure the yield of rice production by using equation (2). Figure 8
shows yield-water relationship in case of paddy production in benchmark scenario based on calculation
from equation (2) in the model. It increases linearly with water input while the water input is adequate
during the production phase
10
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Figure 8 Yield-Water function in benchmark scenario
The less water applied to the crop, the less yield it resulted. The lowest point in Figure 8 shows the
yield-water input in dry season without additional supply from storage. The lowest water input (9 mm)
which is taken from the amount of rainfall only results in 0.44 ton per hectare rice yield. The highest
water input (998 mm) can produce 9.93 tonnes of rice per hectare area. It is close to the maximum
potential yield assigned for the model.

3.4. Scenarios
A set of four scenarios will be performed in this study: (1) benchmark, (2) scenario A, (3) scenario B, (4)
scenario C. For a benchmark scenario, the parameter uses the data from 2015 while the storage is
designed for 25 years of its lifespan. In the benchmark scenarios, the rate of evaporation and the rate
of rainfall for 25 years are 3% and 4.6%, respectively. For scenario A, B, C, the model ran ten times with
different value depends on each scenario. The different numbers of parameters in scenario A, B and C
are chosen deliberately to make the actual total area in between and to see the effect of the differences
below and over the actual number. Scenario A shows the effect of changing total area to the optimal
capacity and the objective value of the model. The model is designed to assess the value of optimal
capacity, and goal in varied total area from 200 hectares to 2000 hectares. The total area of each
scenario is a multiplication of 200 hectares. Scenario B shows the effect of different discount rate value
to the optimal capacity and objective value of the model. The model is determined to have varied
numbers of the discount rate from 1% to 10%. Scenario C shows the effect of different values of
construction cost to the optimal capacity and objective values of the model. The cost of construction
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varies from 30,000 IDR /m3 to 300,000 IDR /m3. The construction cost is a multiplication of 30,000 IDR
/m3.
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Chapter 4. Result
This chapter presents how the model works to estimates water demands of rice within a year. Then, to
obtain the current stock of water in a storage, non-linear programming is used. Based on the current
stock of water, optimal capacity of a new water storage is predicted. Then cost-benefit analysis is
performed to the water storage with optimum capacity as a final stage of the model.

4.1. Benchmark scenario
4.1.1. Optimal storage capacity
After a series of processes as presented by the model scheme in the previous chapter, GAMS with NLP
solver optimised the capacity of water storage in Malang District, the Lower Brantas River. In the
benchmark scenario, the excavated depth of storage is 3.5 m due to the model design as a permanent
water supply. Providing sufficient water depth is required to meet the intended use and to offset
seepage and evaporation losses (United States Department of Agriculture, n.d.). However, in this model
the seepage is not taken into consideration. The result from the benchmark model is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 Optimal value of the model result in benchmark scenario

Storage Capacity
Harvested Area
Storage Area

Unit
m3
ha
ha

Optimal values
12112
1119
0.346

According to Table 2, the optimal capacity of a water storage to maximises the production of 1,120 ha
total area is 12,112.634 m3. To build a storage with this capacity, 0.346 ha or 3460 m 2 from the total
area is needed. It causes the harvested area to be smaller but still produces the optimal result of rice
production. In the benchmark scenario, this capacity is required to cope with the threat of water
scarcity. It also secures the farmers from the uncertainty of water supply during dry seasons.
4.1.2. Water availability on crop production function
With additional water irrigation from storage, the crop production is expected to be higher than without
additional supply. In this benchmark scenario, the model is designed to achieve the maximum potential
yield of 10 tonnes per hectare. The targeted potential yield is higher than the annual rice productivity
in the study area, which is only 7.081 tonnes per hectare (Badan Pusat Statistik Kabupaten Malang,
2016). The effects of water availability to the crop production are expressed by the quantity of total
production that is illustrated in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows that water supply from storage can cause progressive growth on rice production. The
increasing of yield due to supplement irrigation water from the stocked water in storage leads to higher
rice production. The production increases up to about 47% (10,568 tonnes) more than rice production
without irrigation supply in the first year, which is only 22,441 tonnes from the total area. Looking at
rice production by seasons, there is a fluctuation between the third and eighteenth seasons, but if the
production is summed per year, the absolute number decreases slightly. This happened due to the
declining efficiency of the storage in 25 years compared to the newly build storage. The decrease of the
amount of rainfall both in the cropped and storage area also effects to the quantity of rice production.
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Figure 9 Total quantity of rice production for 25 years in benchmark scenario
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Figure 10 Composition of water input in benchmark scenarios for 25 years
Figure 10 presents the percentage of water input composition for 25 years of crop production. In the
first year, crop receives water only from the rainfall which is very limited during the dry season.
Hereafter, the crop is supplied both from the rain and irrigation water extracted from storage. Water
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shortage in the field during dry season will be supported with irrigation water, and its amount will be
increasing throughout the years due to the decreasing amount of rainfall.
In the second year, irrigation water supplies over a half of the total water input (2,458.64 mm). The
total water from irrigation increases from 873.38 mm in the second year to 1294.83 mm in the 25th
year for maintaining the high production. In contrast, the total supply from rainwater decreases
gradually from 1690 mm in the first year to 545.82 mm in the last year. From the graph presented in
Figure 10, it can be seen that the composition of rainfall and irrigation water for crop production
changes and the irrigation water is more dominant than the water input from rainfall. With additional
supply from irrigation, it guarantees the farmers three harvests each year.
4.1.3. Water balance in the storage
After identifying the water demand, the analysis of water balance in the storage is required to obtain
the capacity. The GAMS model calculates the amount of water stock in the storage per season. It is
assumed that the farmers have unlimited seasonal recharges. Each season, the capacity outflows
consist of water loss due to evaporation, irrigation and discharge for avoiding overcapacity; the inflow
consists of rainwater that falls within the outline of the storage entering the reservoir (Carvajal, Agüera,
& Sánchez-Hermosilla, 2014). In the model, it is assumed that the rainfall declines by 4.6% by 2050s
while the evaporation increases as much as 3% by 2050s.
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Figure 11 Total water stock in the water storage for 75 seasons in benchmark scenario
Applying equation (8) and (8a) to the model in this scenario, water balance is assessed for the fixed
period. Figure 10 illustrates the condition of water stock in the storage per season. The points are the
amount of water that is available in the storage while the dotted line shows the current water stock.
The stock starts off empty in the first season and accumulates along with time. The points seem to
move erratically because of the different seasons. In the wet season, the point would be above the line
while on the contrary, that occurs during the dry season. The highest stock happens in several seasons
such as the 19th, 22nd, 25th, 28th and 34th with 12,112 m3 and starts to drop until the end of storage time.
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In the model, the stock water in the storage is assumed to be entirely used for irrigation. Thus, at the
end of its lifespan, the storage is zero.
4.1.4. Total Net Benefits of Storage
Economic analysis of the optimal storage is calculated with cost-benefit analysis. In the model, the
objective function is net economic benefits for the total lifespan of the designed storage. The initial
investment, annual costs and annual returns from storage are calculated. The initial investment is
associated with the first year of the project. The annual maintenance cost of the storage is about 97.3
million of IDR or EUR8 6,854 while the initial cost includes construction cost and designer cost as a
variable. Cultivation cost is 2.006 million of IDR /ha season or 6.018 million of IDR /ha year while return
from the crop is a variable. For calculating the net economic benefits, discount rate at 5% is considered.
To build the storage with the optimal capacity formulated in the previous section, the initial cost is
446.351 million of IDR (EUR 31,442.02). This initial investment cost includes the construction cost, the
cost for project consultant, etc. By investing these funds, the storage can obtain approximately
1,777.256 billion of IDR (EUR 125.194 million) during 25 years or the average net benefit is IDR 71.09
billion (EUR 5 million) per year. The positive value of the total net benefit indicates that a new water
storage is economically viable. The stocked water from the storage improves rice production. Thus, it
enhances the total net benefits that the farmers could receive.

4.2. Scenarios
To assess the effect of some parameters in meeting an optimal capacity of storage in Brantas river area,
three scenarios are applied with different values of three parameters. The benchmark model is used as
a baseline for each scenario. The first scenario is scenario A with a changing in total area. The second
scenario is scenario B with a changing in discount rate. The third scenario is scenario C with a changing
value of construction cost. Those parameters are chosen because the storage is subject to them.
4.2.1. Scenario A: change in total area
In the benchmark, the model is set to cover irrigation demand for 1,120 hectares of total area. Under
this scenario, the optimal capacity is estimated with various areas from 200 hectares to 2000 hectares
that are defined deliberately. In this scenario, all other parameters except the total area are kept
constant. It is done to determine the significance of the land constraint to the storage capacity, the
value of the total net benefit, and the total investment cost.
Table 3 Storage capacity, total net benefits, and investment cost estimation under various total area
while all other parameters are constant
Total area (ha)

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

2000

Optimal capacity
(m3)

4498.10

7435.28

9270.35

10579.71

11596.31

12426.97

13129.31

13737.72

14274.39

14754.46

Total net benefit
(billions of IDR)

272.93

590.35

915.96

1245.52

1577.38

1910.75

2245.18

2580.40

2916.23

3252.55

Investment cost
(millions of IDR)

165.76

273.99

341.61

389.86

427.32

457.93

483.81

506.23

526.01

543.70

8

14,196 IDR = 1 EUR or 13,374 IDR = 1 USD
Based on Foreign Exchange Transaction-Average Rate from Bank Indonesia (March 15, 2017). The information
can be viewed at http://www.bi.go.id/en/moneter/kalkulator-kurs/Default.aspx
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Table 3 shows the capacity needed and the net profit that can be obtained with a different value of the
total area. Under the set condition in this scenario, there is an increasing investment cost for different
value of the total area. It is possible because the investment cost is directly proportional to the capacity.
Despite various total area, the average investment cost is approximately 36,849.90/m 3 capacity. The
highest investment value is 36,851.11 IDR/m3 capacity where the total area is 200 ha while the lowest
investment cost is 36,849.61 IDR/m3 where the total area is 1,400 ha.
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Figure 12 Optimal capacity per total area
In Figure 12, it is illustrated clearly that the wider the total area that needs to be supplied, the bigger
the storage is. Optimal capacity at 2000 hectares is not ten times bigger than optimal capacity at 200
hectares. Therefore, the optimal capacity is not linear in the area because it is more expensive to build
big storage.
4.2.2. Scenario B: change in discount rate
In this scenario, the model is designed to determine the impact of changing discount rate to the optimal
capacity of a storage and the objective value which is the net benefit of providing a water storage. The
discount rate was set from 1% to 10% while the benchmark scenario used 5% as the base value of
discount rate, but all other parameter1s were kept as they are in the benchmark model.
Table 4 Storage capacity, total net benefits, and investment cost estimation under various discount
rate while all other parameters are constant
Discount Rate
Optimal capacity
(m3)
Total net benefit
(billions of IDR)
Investment cost
(millions of IDR)

1%

2%

3%

4%

5%

6%

7%

8%

9%

10%

12166.80

12156.37

12144.08

12129.62

12112.63

12092.69

12069.30

12041.92

12009.89

11972.52

2681.46

2398.75

2158.51

1953.34

1777.26

1625.40

1493.80

1379.24

1279.03

1190.99

448.35

447.96

447.51

446.98

446.35

445.62

444.75

443.74

442.56

441.19
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Table 4 presents the optimal value of storage capacity and net benefits in various discount rates
identified with the GAMS solver. It concurs with the result of net benefits and the investment cost.
Based on the result in Table 4, changing the parameter of discount rate influences the value of objective
function directly and consequently, the capacity is also affected.
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Figure 13 Optimal capacity per discount rate
The model found a different value of the storage capacity and objective value in the different condition.
In contrast with the result of scenario A, under this scenario, the higher value of discount rate, the
smaller the capacity is, as depicted by Figure 13. When the discount rate is ten times higher, the storage
capacity decreases slightly. Until 10 percent discount rate, the storage required is still larger than 11000
m3 capacity. It means that the discount rate is not linear with the optimal capacity.
4.2.3. Scenario C: change in construction cost
The aim of scenario C is to find the effect of the different values of construction cost parameter to the
storage capacity. The benchmark model is calibrated and solved ten times under different construction
costs for each solver while all other parameters are kept constant. The construction cost varies from
30,000 IDR /m3 to 300,000 IDR /m3 while the construction cost in benchmark model is 33,500 IDR /m3.
The first scenario means that the construction cost for the model is 30,000 IDR/m 3, then the second
scenario has 60,000 IDR /m3 as the construction cost, and so on.
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Table 5 Storage capacity, total net benefits, and investment cost estimation under various construction
cost while all other parameters are constant
Scenario

1

Construction cost
(IDR)
Optimal capacity
(m3)
Total net benefit
(billions of IDR)
Investment cost
(millions of IDR)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

30,000

60,000

90,000

120,000

150,000

180,000

210,000

240,000

270,000

300,000

12118.87

12065.68

12013.11

11549.31

11417.02

10741.73

10637.03

10532.94

10003.84

9925.88

1777.30

1776.90

1776.51

1776.12

1775.74

1775.37

1775.02

1774.67

1774.33

1774.00

399.92

796.34

1189.30

1524.51

1883.81

2126.86

2457.15

2780.70

2791.14

3275.54

Table 5 presents the model results in scenario C. The model shows there is an effect on the storage
capacity of changing the input of construction cost. A different amount of construction cost leads to a
different value of investment cost. Therefore, it would affect the optimal capacity that becomes smaller
when the construction cost increases. Figure 14 clearly illustrates the relationship between optimal
capacity and construction cost. The graph shows that the difference among the scenario is rather small.
Nonetheless, the NPV should be taken into consideration to decide whether a storage is worthwhile or
not.
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Figure 14 Optimal capacity per construction cost
Zooming into the first and last assigned value of construction cost; when the construction cost is ten
times more expensive, the investment cost increases almost ten times because its budget consists of
90 percent for construction and 10 percent for consultant and design cost. The difference in NPV
between the cheapest construction cost and the most expensive construction cost is 2,192 billion of
IDR (EUR 154.479 million). From this point, building a water storage when the construction cost is more
expensive than 90,000 IDR/m3 (EUR 6.34) is rather imprudent.
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Chapter 5. Discussion and Conclusion
A model is developed for optimal storage capacity and demonstrated through in Malang District in the
Lower Brantas River during whole cropping seasons for 25 years or 75 crop seasons. Water demand of
rice production is estimated by a modification of Bouman-Tuong formula. The economic analysis
through cost-benefit analysis is performed to investigate whether building a water storage benefits the
farmer.

5.1. Discussion
Water as an important input in the crop production becomes threatened by many reasons such as
population growth and economic development. Thus, water availability should be guaranteed to satisfy
water demand for agriculture purposes as the primary sector in Indonesia mainly in the study area. One
of the ways is building a new water storage to ensure the supply throughout the year but building it
costs much money. The present study shows how to obtain an optimal capacity for a water storage that
economically viable by using an optimisation model.
The results of this study indicate that whether in the large of small area of farm fields, water storage
could improve the quantity of crop production. The crop production is estimated to increase around
47%. There is no doubt that water storage is a way to match the water supply and demand (Keller et
al., 2000) in the maximisation of crop production. However, in a big picture of water scarcity, by no
means water storage should be interpreted as a panacea (Gaupp et al., 2015). The present study could
not state that water storage is the best solution because it is not a comparison study between the other
solutions, such as water pricing or optimisation cropping pattern to improve water use efficiency.
Nonetheless, indeed, the current model shows that building a storage benefits the farmer.
The results also indicate that farmers have a kind of guarantee for taking benefits from their field
throughout years through a water storage. In the benchmark scenario, the result shows an increasing
rice production after supplemented by the irrigation water. A storage gives farmers an opportunity to
consider whether planting rice or higher valuable crops without having to worry about the availability
of water in dry season.
Scenario A in this study indicates that there is a significant change of optimal capacity in different
amount of total area. This makes sense because the larger the storage, a more reliable water supply
can be ensured (Mccartney et al., 2013). When the total area served becomes ten times wider, more
than three times bigger capacity is needed. Not only the relationship between capacity and total area
being a non-linear function, but also the total net benefits seem have a non-linear function with the
total area. The investment in large areas is a profitable activity which can be seen with reasonably
higher NPV per capacity than in the small area.
The robustness of the cost-benefit analysis is tested at different discount rates (Mushtaq, Khan, &
Hafeez, 2009) in Scenario B. In general, interest rates for cost-benefit analysis are considered to be
between 5 and 15% (Kunze, 2000; Mushtaq et al., 2009). A 5% discount rate was selected for this study,
keeping in mind that the actual discount rate in the country is 4.75% (Badan Pusat Statistik, 2017) but
sensitivity analysis in this study was performed between 1 and 10%. In scenario B, net economic
benefits remain positive for all values of discount rate, but NPV declines with higher discount rate.
Mushtaq et al. (2009) showed that NPV from large pond with 8% discount rate was 17.5% higher than
NPV with 10% discount rate while in this study the difference was only 13.64%. It makes sense because
Mushtaq et al. (2009) calculated fish production in the benefit function while this study only focused
on benefits from rice production. Nonetheless, the point marked from all scenarios that a water storage
gives the positive number of net economic benefits.
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The result of this study is in line with the conclusion from other studies (Arnold & Stockle, 1991;
Mushtaq et al., 2009; Salman, 2005) that water storage is profitable in the different kinds of storage.
Mushtaq et al. (2009) concluded that all sizes of ponds in Zanghe Irrigation System, China were
profitable with positive NPV even if the discount rate is 15 percent. For the large ponds, which have a
storage capacity more than 10,000 m3, Mushtaq et al. (2009) found that the NPV is 376,730 yuan (¥)9
or EUR 49,253 with discount rate 10 percent while this study results higher NPV (1,190.99 billion of IDR
or EUR 83.89 million)10.
Furthermore, Salman (2005) resulted the total net income from reservoir in the Jordan Valley could
achieve 88.2 million USD or EUR 83.09 million. On the other hand, Arnold & Stockle (1991) indicated
that water storage, which in this case is a pond, are expected a positive return if it is built in its optimum
size. Compare to the results from previous studies, the net present values show different amounts. It
happens due to the different value assigned to the parameters such as construction cost that varies in
the various countries. Despite the net present values of previous studies are not as same as the results
of this study, they show positive returns of building a water storage. It means that building a water
storage is beneficial.
These results are subject to a number of limitations of the study. The possibility of an El Niño effect is
neglected due to the limitation of the available data and limited understanding of the phenomenon.
The El Niño effect would probably increase the NPV of building water storage because the dry season
becomes longer and less amount of precipitation. The El Niño effect could cause crop failures especially
in the rain-fed area that only depends on rainfall for growing their crops. This phenomenon will affect
costs and returns of building a water storage. The cashflow of cost-benefit analysis might likely more
fluctuate. Nevertheless, the current model has included the climate change effect on rainfall and
evaporation roughly however by taking into consideration the El Nino effect.
This study has several limitations mainly the GAMS model designed. Firstly, the model only considers
one single crop, rice, to simplify the yield-water function. However, the farmers usually combine more
than one crop in their land to maximise their benefits each year. By assuming one crop only, the model
has a single water-yield function, and it leads to poor accuracy for estimating the actual water needs of
the agriculture sector. With a single water-yield function, it might underestimate the water availability
and thus might affect the optimal storage capacity. Nevertheless, the model has genuinely focused on
rice and it makes the model simpler and easy to be developed for further research.
The farmer production cost is also assumed constant in the model. In fact, there is always a probability
of future change to this fixed price. The benefits were collected from rice production only while there
are more benefits that could be provided by the storage from other sides such as helping recharge
groundwater, fish production, and reducing energy use from pumping groundwater. Therefore, this
limitation might have underestimated the net benefits because the farming cost and the benefit of
storage are two of the main inputs in the cost-benefit analysis.
Furthermore, water availability is not entirely predictable. The river streamflow is not included in the
water balance analysis due to the limited information that could be found. Besides, there are some
9

Calculated by using the rate: 1 yuan (¥) = 0.13 EUR
Based on Google Converter (May 31, 2017). The information can be viewed at
https://www.google.co.id/search?q=yuan+to+euro&oq=yuan+to+eur&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i57j0l4.5603j0j7&sour
ceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
10
Calculated by using the rate: 14,196 IDR = 1 EUR or 13,374 IDR = 1 USD
Based on Foreign Exchange Transaction-Average Rate from Bank Indonesia (March 15, 2017). The information
can be viewed at http://www.bi.go.id/en/moneter/kalkulator-kurs/Default.aspx
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general patterns of water availability over the year but I can never be sure about this. This limitation
might have had a huge impact because water availability is the main key to estimate water supply and
demand in the water storage balance function. Inappropriate estimation of water availability will likely
have underestimated the optimal capacity and thus will affect both underestimation and
overestimation of the net benefits.
Also, the current model assumes that the farmers plant and harvest the crops at the same time. It fails
to reflect the reality that the farmers usually plant the crops at different times. It depends on their
readiness that is driven by several factors such as the availability of capital and labour. By designing a
model seasonally, it makes the model only calculate all variables three times a year. It might have
underestimated the prediction of storage capacity. Making the time horizon of the model more explicit
would improve the results. There is also a possibility to have the model in a monthly scale for 25 years.

5.2. Conclusion
This study aimed to developed an optimisation model that could analyse how the optimal storage
capacity of a water storage is related to crop production function, the total area, and rainfall patterns
for achieving maximum benefit of agriculture and minimum cost of providing the storage in the Malang
Regency, the Lower Brantas River Basin area, East Java Province. To achieve this purpose, three
research questions have been answered by developing a model with four scenarios comparing different
values of some specific parameters in the optimisation of storage capacity.
What is the effect of water availability on the crop production in the study area in concerning rainfall
patterns and total area?
The model indicates that the rainfall patterns affect water availability, thus it almost doubles the total
amount of rice production. If the crop production only depends on the amount of rainfall, production
will be relatively low, particularly in the dry season otherwise it is combined with the stocked water
from water storage. The more rain, the less water is drawn off from the water storage. By modelling
water-crop production, it can be identified that the improvement in total rice production that can be
achieved with additional irrigation water from storage is more than 45 percent. The total yield also
effects the total water demand for crop production. Large area requires more water and thus the
additional water that must flow to the area should meet of a larger quantity. The results indicate the
optimal capacity of storage per total area.
What is the optimal capacity of a water storage to fulfil water need on agriculture purpose?
Base on the model result in benchmark scenario, the required optimal storage for the study area is
12,112 m3. The greater the area of rice field; the bigger storage capacity required. Nevertheless,
scenario A shows that the optimal capacity and the total area do not have a linear relationship. If the
total area that should be irrigated ten times wider, it does not mean that the storage needed is also ten
times bigger. Furthermore, the discount rate and construction cost also influence the storage capacity
and its net economic benefits. The empirical results of the study have shown that the discount rate
does not significantly affect the storage capacity. Even if the discount rate is 10 percent, the model
suggests the optimal capacity is more than 11,000 m3. However, the effect of both parameters
(discount rate and construction cost) is more noticeable to the value of the model’s objective function.
What are the net benefits of providing a water storage in the case study area?
In the benchmark scenario, the net economic benefits that can be obtained from building this storage
is 1,777.256 billion of IDR (EUR 125.194 million) of the total investment cost in the first year is 446.351
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billion of IDR (EUR 31,442.02). The total average revenues from rice production with the storage are
45.25 billion of IDR /season during 25 years while without the storage is only 30.89 billion of IDR/season.
The total net benefits are more affected by the discount rate. Under a very high discount rate, the value
of net benefit will likely be very small. The difference of construction cost in scenario C gives a significant
impact to the investment cost that will also influence the decrease of total benefits.
To summarize, the optimal capacity, net benefits and total investment differ for all scenarios. The total
area, discount rate, and construction cost might be classified as sensitive parameters because their
changing in value influenced the storage capacity and the NPV. Nevertheless, investing in water storage
in the case study area would improve the economic status of the farmers because a water storage with
optimal capacity leads to the highest crop production. By installing new water storage in the study area,
the crop yield increases. The benefits from rice production become higher than without additional
water supply from the storage. Although the investment cost is high, the benefits from building a water
storage are arguably more noteworthy. From scenarios A, B, and C, building a water storage is a sound
move for larger areas under a small discount rate. However, the construction cost also needs to be
taken into consideration for achieving a maximum benefit.
In conclusion, it should be noted that this water storage model has a broad range of uncertainties.
Therefore, this study leaves out many potentially important topics for further study and policy making
in water management in Indonesia. The present study recommends that a comprehensive and accurate
data set is required mainly for the parameter that was related to storage function and economic
calculation in the model. The current model could be improved for deeper and broader analysis such
as with a longer time horizon. Adding more crops into the model would give more insight into the actual
amount of water demand for agriculture. Thus, more parameters might be included to have a
comprehensive model that reflects the reality. Assessing the costs and returns from a project would
also lead to a more detailed analysis. Hence, the more detailed input parameters and consideration of
climate change effect will result in more detailed model results.
Finally, it is human right to have access to water, so the government should ensure all people, including
farmers and the bottom of the community pyramid can access water to irrigate their land. Investing in
water storage indeed would help the government to implement it. For the policy makers to implement
community based water management, notably for farmers, to manage the storage presented in this
study is arguably more plausible than employing the centralised water management programme.
Besides, it has beneficial impact for their subsistence-based livelihoods. By engaging farmer
communities in managing the storage, it helps the policy maker to maintain and monitor the efficiency
of the storage.
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Appendix
A. Benchmark GAMS Code
$Title East Java Water Model (INDONESIA)
$Stitle Set Definition
$Ontext
This model was used to analyze the cost and benefit of building a
water storage in a district in East Java, Indonesia.
$Offtext
SET
t period /S1*S75/
*season 1= mar, apr, may, jun
*season 2= jul, aug, sept, oct
*season 3= nov, dec, jan, feb
PARAMETERS
pRicePrice
farm gate price of rice (millions of IDR
per ton)
pConstructionCost
construction cost of storage (millions of
IDR per m3)
pOMCost
cost for operation and maintenance of
storage (millions of IDR per time)
pFarmingCost
cost of farming at time t (millions of IDR
per ha)
pPumpingCost
cost of pumping water extracted from a
storage for irrigation purposes (millions of IDR per m3)
pEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage (m3 per m2)
pRainfall(t)
total amount of rainfall at time t in the
storage area (mm)
pTotalArea
total area (ha)
pBeta
initial factor use efficiency of water
yield function (g grain per kg water)(from literature)
pYieldPotential
potential yield (ton per ha) from
literature
pDepth
depth of reservoir (m)
pYearNumber(t)
total year for benefit of reservoir
pDiscountRate
discount rate (from literature)
pEvapChange
prediction change in evaporation for
upcoming years (from literature)
pEvapCoefficient
evaporation coefficient (from literature)
pRainChange
prediction change in rainfall amount for
upcoming years (from literature)
pM2inHa
conversion parameter from hectare to m2
pMMinM
conversion parameter from m to mm
;
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pYearNumber(t) = floor((ord(t)-1)/3);
*fixed price from BPS Malang Regency*
pRicePrice= 4.13;
*estimation from the other storage construction*
pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*estimation from the other storage OM*
pOMCost=97.3;
*number from literature*
pYieldPotential=10;
pM2inHa=10000;
pMMinM=1000;
pFarmingCost=2.006;
*estimation cost*
pPumpingCost=5;
*from literature*
pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*evaporation data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pEvaporation("S1")= 541.2;
pEvaporation("S2")= 709.3;
pEvaporation("S3")= 587.3;
*the lowest number estimation from KNMI The Netherlands*
pEvapChange= 0.03;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pEvaporation(t) = pEvaporation(t-3)*(1+pEvapChange);
);
*rainfall data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pRainfall("S1")= 683;
pRainfall("S2")= 9;
pRainfall("S3")= 998;
*prediction change from IPCC in 2050s annual*
pRainChange= -0.046;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pRainfall(t)= pRainfall(t-3)*(1+pRainChange);
);
*total area by local irrigation of lower brantas based on Irrigation
Service Office of Malang Regency*
pTotalArea=1120;
*number from Bouman and Tuong literature*
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pBeta=0.005;
*estimation number (toy number) based on journals*
pDepth=3.5;
*from Bank Indonesia*
pDiscountRate= 0.05;
VARIABLES
vKapacity
total capacity of storage (m3)
vRevenue(t)
total revenue from paddy production at time
t (millions of IDR)
vCosts(t)
OM cost and paddy production at time t
(millions of IDR)
vGoal
total profit of providing water storage
after 25 years (millions of IDR)
vInvestCost
investment cost of building a storage =
calculated from construction cost and consultation and design cost
(10% from construction cost) (millions of IDR)
vConstructionCost
cost of building a storage (millions of
IDR)
;
POSITIVE VARIABLES
vDisposedWater(t)
disposed water from the stock at time t
(m3)
vQuantity(t)
total amount production of paddy in cropped
area at time t (ton)
vYield(t)
paddy yield or production function at time
t (ton per ha)
vWaterInput(t)
total amount of water input in production
of paddy (mm)
vIrrigation(t)
water from irrigation at time t (m3)
vWaterStock(t)
water stock in the storage at time t (m3)
vEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage at time t
(mm per day or times 1000 to be m3 per day)
vStorageArea
total storage area (ha)
vRainfall(t)
rainfall amount in storage area at time t
(m3)
vHarvestArea
total harvested area (ha)
;
EQUATIONS
EQ1(t)
(ton)
EQ2(t)
EQ3(t)
EQ4(t)
EQ4a(t)

total amount production of paddy at time t in crop area
production function of paddy at time t
water input function at time t
evaporation function in surface storage at time t
rainfall pattern in storage area at time t
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EQ4b(t)
EQ5(t)
EQ5Last(t)
only
EQ6
EQ7(t)
EQ8
EQ9
EQ10
EQ11
EQ12
EQobj
;

irrigation pattern extracted from storage area at time t
water balance function in the storage at time t
water balance function in the storage at last period
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
cost and

for storage area
for capacity of storage
for storage area
for benefit of reservoir
for cost of reservoir
for construct a storage
for investment cost
benefit function of storage

vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vWaterStock.l(t) = vKapacity.l;
vWaterInput.l(t) = pRainfall(t)+vIrrigation.l(t);
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
EQ1(t).. vYield(t) =E= pYieldPotential*(1-exp(pBeta*vWaterInput(t)));
* ton p ha = ton p ha * (g grain per kg water * mm)
EQ2(t).. vQuantity(t) =E= vYield(t)*vHarvestArea;
* ton = ton p ha * ha
EQ3(t).. vWaterInput(t) =E= pRainfall(t)+ vIrrigation(t);
* mm = mm + mm
EQ4(t).. vEvaporation(t) =E=
pEvapCoefficient*(vStorageArea*pM2inHa)*(pEvaporation(t)/pMMinM);
* m3 = ha change to m2 * mm change to m
EQ4a(t).. vRainfall(t) =E=
(pRainfall(t)/pMMinM)*(pM2inHa*vStorageArea);
* m3 = mm change to m * ha change to m2
EQ4b(t).. (vIrrigation(t)/pMMinM)*(vHarvestArea*pM2inHa) =G= 0;
* mm change to m3/m2 * ha change to m2 = 0
EQ5(t)$(ord(t) lt card(t)).. vWaterStock(t+1)=E= vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t);
* m3 = m3 + m3 + m3 - m3 - m3
EQ5Last(t)$(ord(t) eq card(t)).. vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t) =G= 0;
* m3 - m3 + m3 - m3 - m3 = 0
EQ6.. vHarvestArea+vStorageArea =L= pTotalArea;
* ha + ha = ha
EQ7(t).. vWaterStock(t) =L= vKapacity;
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* m3 =l= m3
EQ8.. vKapacity =L= vStorageArea*pM2inHa*pDepth;
* m3 = ha * 10000 change to m2 * m
EQ9(t).. vRevenue(t)=E= vQuantity(t)*pRicePrice;
* IDR million = ton * IDR million/ton
EQ10(t).. vCosts(t) =E=
(vIrrigation(t)*pPumpingCost)+pOMCost+(pFarmingCost*vHarvestArea);
* IDR million = m3 * IDR million/m3 + IDR million + IDR million per
ha * ha
EQ11.. vConstructionCost =E= pConstructionCost*vKapacity;
* IDR million = IDR million/m3 * ha change to m2 * m
EQ12.. vInvestCost =E= vConstructionCost+(0.1*vConstructionCost);
* IDR million = IDR million + IDR million
EQobj.. vGoal =E= sum (t, (vRevenue(t)vCosts(t))/((1+pDiscountRate)**pYearNumber(t)))-vInvestCost;
*IDR million = IDR million - IDR million - IDR million
vWaterStock.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)

eq
eq
eq
eq

1)
1)
2)
3)

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

model water_storage /all/;
solve water_storage USING NLP MAXIMIZE vGoal;
Display pRainfall, pEvaporation, vRainfall.l, vInvestCost.l,
vEvaporation.l, vHarvestArea.l, vKapacity.l, vYield.l,
vWaterInput.l, vIrrigation.l, vWaterStock.l, vDisposedWater.l,
vRevenue.l, vCosts.l, vGoal.l;

B. Scenario A GAMS Code
$Title East Java Water Model(INDONESIA)
$Stitle Set Definition
$Ontext
This model was used to analyze the cost and benefit of building a
water storage in a district in East Java, Indonesia.
$Offtext
SET
t period /S1*S75/
*season 1= mar, apr, may, jun
*season 2= jul, aug, sept, oct
*season 3= nov, dec, jan, feb
s scenarios / scen1*scen10 /
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;
PARAMETERS
pRicePrice
farm gate price of rice (millions of IDR
per ton)
pConstructionCost
construction cost of storage (millions of
IDR per m3)
pOMCost
cost for operation and maintenance of
storage (millions of IDR per month)
pFarmingCost
cost of farming at time t (millions of IDR
per ha)
pPumpingCost
cost of pumping water extracted from a
storage for irrigation purposes (millions of IDR per m3)
pEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage (m3 per m2)
pRainfall(t)
total amount of rainfall at time t in the
storage area (mm)
pTotalArea
total area (ha)
pBeta
initial factor use efficiency of water
yield function (g grain per kg water)(from literature)
pYieldPotential
potential yield (ton per ha) from
literature
pDepth
depth of reservoir (m)
pYearNumber(t)
total year for benefit of reservoir
pDiscountRate
discount rate (from literature)
pEvapChange
prediction change in evaporation for
upcoming years (from literature)
pEvapCoefficient
evaporation coefficient (from literature)
pRainChange
prediction change in rainfall amount for
upcoming years (from literature)
pM2inHa
conversion parameter from hectare to m2
pMMinM
conversion parameter from m to mm
* COMMENT ROLF: Scenario parameters
pScenArea(s)
Total area in scenario
* Feel free to think of other scenario parameters!
*Recording parameters
pScenCapacity(s)
pScenGoal(s)
pScenInvest(s)
;

Optimal capacity in scenario
Objective value in scenario
Investment cost in scenario

*Calculate scenario parameter
pScenArea(s) = ord(s)*200;
pYearNumber(t) = floor((ord(t)-1)/3);
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*fixed price from BPS Malang Regency*
pRicePrice= 4.13;
*estimation from the other storage construction*
pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*estimation from the other storage OM*
pOMCost= 97.3;
*number from literature*
pYieldPotential=10;
pM2inHa=10000;
pMMinM=1000;
pFarmingCost=2.006;
*estimation cost*
pPumpingCost=5;
*from literature*
pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*evaporation data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pEvaporation("S1")= 541.2;
pEvaporation("S2")= 709.3;
pEvaporation("S3")= 587.3;
*the lowest number estimation from KWMI The Netherlands*
pEvapChange= 0.03;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pEvaporation(t) = pEvaporation(t-3)*(1+pEvapChange);
);
*rainfall data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pRainfall("S1")= 683;
pRainfall("S2")= 9;
pRainfall("S3")= 998;
*prediction change from IPCC in 2050s annual*
pRainChange= -0.046;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pRainfall(t)= pRainfall(t-3)*(1+pRainChange);
);
*total area by local irrigation of lower brantas based on Irrigation
Service Office of Malang Regency*
pTotalArea=1120;
*number from Bouman and Tuong literature*
pBeta=0.005;
*estimation number (toy number) based on journals*
pDepth=3.5;
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*from Bank Indonesia*
pDiscountRate= 0.05;
VARIABLES
vKapacity
total capacity of storage (m3)
vRevenue(t)
total revenue from paddy production at time
t (millions of IDR)
vCosts(t)
OM cost and paddy production at time t
(millions of IDR)
vGoal
total profit of providing water storage
after 25 years (millions of IDR)
vInvestCost
investment cost of building a storage =
calculated from construction cost and consultation and design cost
(10% from construction cost) (millions of IDR)
vConstructionCost
cost of building a storage (millions of
IDR)
;
POSITIVE VARIABLES
vDisposedWater(t)
disposed water from the stock at time t
(m3)
vQuantity(t)
total amount production of paddy in cropped
area at time t (ton)
vYield(t)
paddy yield or production function at time
t (ton per ha)
vWaterInput(t)
total amount of water input in production
of paddy (m3)
vIrrigation(t)
water from irrigation at time t (m3)
vWaterStock(t)
water stock in the storage at time t (m3)
vEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage at time t
(mm per day or times 1000 to be m3 per day)
vStorageArea
total storage area (ha)
vRainfall(t)
rainfall amount in storage area at time t
(m3)
vHarvestArea
total harvested area (ha)
;
EQUATIONS
EQ1(t)
(ton)
EQ2(t)
EQ3(t)
EQ4(t)
EQ4a(t)
EQ4b(t)
EQ5(t)
EQ5Last(t)
only

total amount production of paddy at time t in crop area
production function of paddy at time t
water input function at time t
evaporation function in surface storage at time t
rainfall pattern in storage area at time t
irrigation pattern extracted from storage area at time t
water balance function in the storage at time t
water balance function in the storage at last period
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EQ6
EQ7(t)
EQ8
EQ9
EQ10
EQ11
EQ12
EQobj
;

equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
cost and

for storage area
for capacity of storage
for storage area
for benefit of reservoir
for cost of reservoir
for construct a storage
for investment cost
benefit function of storage

vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vWaterStock.l(t) = vKapacity.l;
vWaterInput.l(t) = pRainfall(t)+vIrrigation.l(t);
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
EQ1(t).. vYield(t) =E= pYieldPotential*(1-exp(pBeta*vWaterInput(t)));
* ton p ha = ton p ha * (g grain per kg water * mm)
EQ2(t).. vQuantity(t) =E= vYield(t)*vHarvestArea;
* ton = ton p ha * ha
EQ3(t).. vWaterInput(t) =E= pRainfall(t)+ vIrrigation(t);
* mm = mm + mm
EQ4(t).. vEvaporation(t) =E=
pEvapCoefficient*(vStorageArea*pM2inHa)*(pEvaporation(t)/pMMinM);
* m3 = ha change to m2 * mm change to m
EQ4a(t).. vRainfall(t) =E=
(pRainfall(t)/pMMinM)*(pM2inHa*vStorageArea);
* m3 = mm change to m * ha change to m2
EQ4b(t).. (vIrrigation(t)/pMMinM)*(vHarvestArea*pM2inHa) =G= 0;
* mm change to m3/m2 * ha change to m2 = 0
EQ5(t)$(ord(t) lt card(t)).. vWaterStock(t+1)=E= vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t);
* m3 = m3 + m3 + m3 - m3 - m3
EQ5Last(t)$(ord(t) eq card(t)).. vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t) =G= 0;
* m3 - m3 + m3 - m3 - m3 = 0
EQ6.. vHarvestArea+vStorageArea =L= pTotalArea;
* ha + ha = ha
EQ7(t).. vWaterStock(t) =L= vKapacity;
* m3 =l= m3
EQ8.. vKapacity =L= vStorageArea*pM2inHa*pDepth;
* m3 = ha * 10000 change to m2 * m
EQ9(t).. vRevenue(t)=E= vQuantity(t)*pRicePrice;
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* IDR million = ton * IDR million/ton
EQ10(t).. vCosts(t) =E=
(vIrrigation(t)*pPumpingCost)+pOMCost+(pFarmingCost*vHarvestArea);
* IDR million = m3 * IDR million/m3 + IDR million + IDR million per
ha * ha
EQ11.. vConstructionCost =E= pConstructionCost*vKapacity;
* IDR million = IDR million/m3 * ha change to m2 * m
EQ12.. vInvestCost =E= vConstructionCost+(0.1*vConstructionCost);
* IDR million = IDR million + IDR million
EQobj.. vGoal =E= sum (t, (vRevenue(t)vCosts(t))/((1+pDiscountRate)**pYearNumber(t)))-vInvestCost;
*IDR million = IDR million - IDR million - IDR million
vWaterStock.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)

eq
eq
eq
eq

1)
1)
2)
3)

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

model water_storage /all/;
*Loop over scenarios
loop(s,
* In each scenario assign new value to pTotalArea
pTotalArea = pScenArea(s);
* Run model
solve water_storage USING NLP MAXIMIZE vGoal;
* Update recording parameters
pScenCapacity(s) = vKapacity.l;
pScenGoal(s) = vGoal.l;
pScenInvest (s) = vInvestCost.l;
);
Display pScenCapacity,pScenGoal,pScenInvest;
execute_UNLOAD 'watermodel10S1.gdx', pScenCapacity;
execute 'GDXXRW.exe watermodel10S1.gdx par=pScenCapacity';

C. Scenario B GAMS Code
$Title East Java Water Model(INDONESIA)
$Stitle Set Definition
$Ontext
This model was used to analyze the cost and benefit of building a
water storage in a district in East Java, Indonesia.
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$Offtext
SET
t period /S1*S75/
*season 1= mar, apr, may, jun
*season 2= jul, aug, sept, oct
*season 3= nov, dec, jan, feb
s scenarios / scen1*scen10 /
;
PARAMETERS
pRicePrice
farm gate price of rice (millions of IDR
per ton)
pConstructionCost
construction cost of storage (millions of
IDR per m3)
pOMCost
cost for operation and maintenance of
storage (millions of IDR per month)
pFarmingCost
cost of farming at time t (millions of IDR
per ha)
pPumpingCost
cost of pumping water extracted from a
storage for irrigation purposes (millions of IDR per m3)
pEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage (m3 per m2)
pRainfall(t)
total amount of rainfall at time t in the
storage area (mm)
pTotalArea
total area (ha)
pBeta
initial factor use efficiency of water
yield function (g grain per kg water)(from literature)
pYieldPotential
potential yield (ton per ha) from
literature
pDepth
depth of reservoir (m)
pYearNumber(t)
total year for benefit of reservoir
pDiscountRate
discount rate (from literature)
pEvapChange
prediction change in evaporation for
upcoming years (from literature)
pEvapCoefficient
evaporation coefficient (from literature)
pRainChange
prediction change in rainfall amount for
upcoming years (from literature)
pM2inHa
conversion parameter from hectare to m2
pMMinM
conversion parameter from m to mm
*Scenario parameters
pScenDiscountRate(s)
pScenCapacity(s)
pScenGoal(s)
pScenInvest(s)

Discount rate in scenario
Optimal capacity in scenario
Objective value in scenario
Investment cost in scenario
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;
*Calculate scenario parameters
pScenDiscountRate(s) = ord(s)*0.01;
pYearNumber(t) = floor((ord(t)-1)/3);
*fixed price from BPS Malang Regency*
pRicePrice= 4.13;
*estimation from the other storage construction*
pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*estimation from the other storage OM*
pOMCost= 97.3;
*number from literature*
pYieldPotential=10;
pM2inHa=10000;
pMMinM=1000;
pFarmingCost=2.006;
*estimation cost*
pPumpingCost=5;
*from literature*
pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*evaporation data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pEvaporation("S1")= 541.2;
pEvaporation("S2")= 709.3;
pEvaporation("S3")= 587.3;
*rainfall data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pRainfall("S1")= 683;
pRainfall("S2")= 9;
pRainfall("S3")= 998;
*prediction change from IPCC in 2050s annual*
pRainChange= -0.046;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pRainfall(t)= pRainfall(t-3)*(1+pRainChange);
);
*the lowest number estimation from KNMI The Netherlands*
pEvapChange= 0.03;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pEvaporation(t) = pEvaporation(t-3)*(1+pEvapChange);
);
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*total area by local irrigation of lower brantas based on Irrigation
Service Office of Malang Regency*
pTotalArea=1120;
*number from Bouman and Tuong literature*
pBeta=0.005;
*estimation number (toy number) based on journals*
pDepth=3.5;
*from Bank Indonesia*
pDiscountRate= 0.05;
VARIABLES
vKapacity
total capacity of storage (m3)
vRevenue(t)
total revenue from paddy production at time
t (millions of IDR)
vCosts(t)
OM cost and paddy production at time t
(millions of IDR)
vGoal
total profit of providing water storage
after 25 years (millions of IDR)
vInvestCost
investment cost of building a storage =
calculated from construction cost and consultation and design cost
(10% from construction cost) (millions of IDR)
vConstructionCost
cost of building a storage (millions of
IDR)
;
POSITIVE VARIABLES
vDisposedWater(t)
disposed water from the stock at time t
(m3)
vQuantity(t)
total amount production of paddy in cropped
area at time t (ton)
vYield(t)
paddy yield or production function at time
t (ton per ha)
vWaterInput(t)
total amount of water input in production
of paddy (m3)
vIrrigation(t)
water from irrigation at time t (m3)
vWaterStock(t)
water stock in the storage at time t (m3)
vEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage at time t
(mm per day or times 1000 to be m3 per day)
vStorageArea
total storage area (ha)
vRainfall(t)
rainfall amount in storage area at time t
(m3)
vHarvestArea
total harvested area (ha)
;
EQUATIONS
EQ1(t)
(ton)
EQ2(t)

total amount production of paddy at time t in crop area
production function of paddy at time t
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EQ3(t)
EQ4(t)
EQ4a(t)
EQ4b(t)
EQ5(t)
EQ5Last(t)
only
EQ6
EQ7(t)
EQ8
EQ9
EQ10
EQ11
EQ12
EQobj
;

water input function at time t
evaporation function in surface storage at time t
rainfall pattern in storage area at time t
irrigation pattern extracted from storage area at time t
water balance function in the storage at time t
water balance function in the storage at last period
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
cost and

for storage area
for capacity of storage
for storage area
for benefit of reservoir
for cost of reservoir
for construct a storage
for investment cost
benefit function of storage

vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vEvaporation.l(t) =0;
vRainfall.l(t) =0;
vWaterStock.l(t) = vKapacity.l;
vWaterInput.l(t) = pRainfall(t)+vIrrigation.l(t);
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
EQ1(t).. vYield(t) =E= pYieldPotential*(1-exp(pBeta*vWaterInput(t)));
* ton p ha = ton p ha * (g grain per kg water * mm)
EQ2(t).. vQuantity(t) =E= vYield(t)*vHarvestArea;
* ton = ton p ha * ha
EQ3(t).. vWaterInput(t) =E= pRainfall(t)+ vIrrigation(t);
* mm = mm + mm
EQ4(t).. vEvaporation(t) =E=
pEvapCoefficient*(vStorageArea*pM2inHa)*(pEvaporation(t)/pMMinM);
* m3 = ha change to m2 * mm change to m
EQ4a(t).. vRainfall(t) =E=
(pRainfall(t)/pMMinM)*(pM2inHa*vStorageArea);
* m3 = mm change to m * ha change to m2
EQ4b(t).. (vIrrigation(t)/pMMinM)*(vHarvestArea*pM2inHa) =G= 0;
* mm change to m3/m2 * ha change to m2 = 0
EQ5(t)$(ord(t) lt card(t)).. vWaterStock(t+1)=E= vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t);
* m3 = m3 + m3 + m3 - m3 - m3
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EQ5Last(t)$(ord(t) eq card(t)).. vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t) =G= 0;
* m3 - m3 + m3 - m3 - m3 = 0
EQ6.. vHarvestArea+vStorageArea =L= pTotalArea;
* ha + ha = ha
EQ7(t).. vWaterStock(t) =L= vKapacity;
* m3 =l= m3
EQ8.. vKapacity =L= vStorageArea*pM2inHa*pDepth;
* m3 = ha * 10000 change to m2 * m
EQ9(t).. vRevenue(t)=E= vQuantity(t)*pRicePrice;
* IDR million = ton * IDR million/ton
EQ10(t).. vCosts(t) =E=
(vIrrigation(t)*pPumpingCost)+pOMCost+(pFarmingCost*vHarvestArea);
* IDR million = m3 * IDR million/m3 + IDR million + IDR million per
ha * ha
EQ11.. vConstructionCost =E= pConstructionCost*vKapacity;
* IDR million = IDR million/m3 * ha change to m2 * m
EQ12.. vInvestCost =E= vConstructionCost+(0.1*vConstructionCost);
* IDR million = IDR million + IDR million
EQobj.. vGoal =E= sum (t, (vRevenue(t)vCosts(t))/((1+pDiscountRate)**pYearNumber(t)))-vInvestCost;
*IDR million = IDR million - IDR million - IDR million
vWaterStock.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)

eq
eq
eq
eq

1)
1)
2)
3)

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

model water_storage /all/;
loop(s,
pDiscountRate = pScenDiscountRate(s);
*pRicePrice= 4.13;
*pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*pOMCost=97.3;
*pYieldPotential=10;
*pM2inHa=10000;
*pMMinM=1000;
*pFarmingCost=2.006;
*pPumpingCost=5;
*pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*pDepth=3.5;
*pTotalArea=1120;
*pBeta=0.005;
vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
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vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
vEvaporation.l(t)= 0;
vRainfall.l(t)= 0;
solve water_storage USING NLP MAXIMIZE vGoal;
pScenCapacity(s) = vKapacity.l;
pScenGoal(s) = vGoal.l;
pScenInvest(s) = vInvestCost.l;
);
Display pScenCapacity,pScenGoal,pScenInvest;
execute_UNLOAD 'watermodel10S2.gdx', pScenCapacity;
execute 'GDXXRW.exe watermodel10S2.gdx par=pScenCapacity';

D. Scenario C GAMS Code
$Title East Java Water Model (INDONESIA)
$Stitle Set Definition
$Ontext
This model was used to analyze the cost and benefit of building a
water storage in a district in East Java, Indonesia.
$Offtext
SET
t period /S1*S75/
*season 1= mar, apr, may, jun
*season 2= jul, aug, sept, oct
*season 3= nov, dec, jan, feb
s scenarios / scen1*scen10 /
;
PARAMETERS
pRicePrice
farm gate price of rice (millions of IDR
per ton)
pConstructionCost
construction cost of storage (millions of
IDR per m3)
pOMCost
cost for operation and maintenance of
storage (millions of IDR per month)
pFarmingCost
cost of farming at time t (millions of IDR
per ha)
pPumpingCost
cost of pumping water extracted from a
storage for irrigation purposes (millions of IDR per m3)
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pEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage (m3 per m2)
pRainfall(t)
total amount of rainfall at time t in the
storage area (mm)
pTotalArea
total area (ha)
pBeta
initial factor use efficiency of water
yield function (g grain per kg water)(from literature)
pYieldPotential
potential yield (ton per ha) from
literature
pDepth
depth of reservoir (m)
pYearNumber(t)
total year for benefit of reservoir
pDiscountRate
discount rate (from literature)
pEvapChange
prediction change in evaporation for
upcoming years (from literature)
pEvapCoefficient
evaporation coefficient (from literature)
pRainChange
prediction change in rainfall amount for
upcoming years (from literature)
pM2inHa
conversion parameter from hectare to m2
pMMinM
conversion parameter from m to mm
*Scenario parameters
pScenConsCost(s)
*Recording parameters
pScenCapacity(s)
pScenGoal(s)
pScenInvest(s)
;

Construction cost in scenario

Optimal capacity in scenario
Objective value in scenario
Investment cost in scenario

*Calculate scenario parameter
pScenConsCost(s) = ord(s)*0.03;
pYearNumber(t) = floor((ord(t)-1)/3);
*fixed price from BPS Malang Regency*
pRicePrice= 4.13;
*estimation from the other storage construction*
pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*estimation from the other storage OM*
pOMCost= 97.3;
*number from literature*
pYieldPotential=10;
pM2inHa=10000;
pMMinM=1000;
pFarmingCost=2.006;
*estimation cost*
pPumpingCost=5;
*from literature*
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pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*evaporation data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pEvaporation("S1")= 541.2;
pEvaporation("S2")= 709.3;
pEvaporation("S3")= 587.3;
*rainfall data for malang regency from BMKG Karang Ploso (fix)*
pRainfall("S1")= 683;
pRainfall("S2")= 9;
pRainfall("S3")= 998;
*prediction change from IPCC in 2050s annual*
pRainChange= -0.046;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pRainfall(t)= pRainfall(t-3)*(1+pRainChange);
);
*the lowest number estimation from KNMI The Netherlands*
pEvapChange= 0.03;
loop(t$(ord(t) gt 3),
pEvaporation(t) = pEvaporation(t-3)*(1+pEvapChange);
);
*total area by local irrigation of lower brantas based on Irrigation
Service Office of Malang Regency*
pTotalArea=1120;
*number from Bouman and Tuong literature*
pBeta=0.005;
*estimation number (toy number) based on journals*
pDepth=3.5;
*from Bank Indonesia*
pDiscountRate= 0.05;
VARIABLES
vKapacity
total capacity of storage (m3)
vRevenue(t)
total revenue from paddy production at time
t (millions of IDR)
vCosts(t)
OM cost and paddy production at time t
(millions of IDR)
vGoal
total profit of providing water storage
after 25 years (millions of IDR)
vInvestCost
investment cost of building a storage =
calculated from construction cost and consultation and design cost
(10% from construction cost) (millions of IDR)
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vConstructionCost
IDR)
;

cost of building a storage (millions of

POSITIVE VARIABLES
vDisposedWater(t)
disposed water from the stock at time t
(m3)
vQuantity(t)
total amount production of paddy in cropped
area at time t (ton)
vYield(t)
paddy yield or production function at time
t (ton per ha)
vWaterInput(t)
total amount of water input in production
of paddy (m3)
vIrrigation(t)
water from irrigation at time t (m3)
vWaterStock(t)
water stock in the storage at time t (m3)
vEvaporation(t)
evaporation in surface storage at time t
(mm per day or times 1000 to be m3 per day)
vStorageArea
total storage area (ha)
vRainfall(t)
rainfall amount in storage area at time t
(m3)
vHarvestArea
total harvested area (ha)
;
EQUATIONS
EQ1(t)
(ton)
EQ2(t)
EQ3(t)
EQ4(t)
EQ4a(t)
EQ4b(t)
EQ5(t)
EQ5Last(t)
only
EQ6
EQ7(t)
EQ8
EQ9
EQ10
EQ11
EQ12
EQobj
;

total amount production of paddy at time t in crop area
production function of paddy at time t
water input function at time t
evaporation function in surface storage at time t
rainfall pattern in storage area at time t
irrigation pattern extracted from storage area at time t
water balance function in the storage at time t
water balance function in the storage at last period
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
equation
cost and

for storage area
for capacity of storage
for storage area
for benefit of reservoir
for cost of reservoir
for construct a storage
for investment cost
benefit function of storage

vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
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vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vEvaporation.l(t) =0;
vRainfall.l(t) =0;
vWaterStock.l(t) = vKapacity.l;
vWaterInput.l(t) = pRainfall(t)+vIrrigation.l(t);
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
EQ1(t).. vYield(t) =E= pYieldPotential*(1-exp(pBeta*vWaterInput(t)));
* ton p ha = ton p ha * (g grain per kg water * mm)
EQ2(t).. vQuantity(t) =E= vYield(t)*vHarvestArea;
* ton = ton p ha * ha
EQ3(t).. vWaterInput(t) =E= pRainfall(t)+ vIrrigation(t);
* mm = mm + mm
EQ4(t).. vEvaporation(t) =E=
pEvapCoefficient*(vStorageArea*pM2inHa)*(pEvaporation(t)/pMMinM);
* m3 = ha change to m2 * mm change to m
EQ4a(t).. vRainfall(t) =E=
(pRainfall(t)/pMMinM)*(pM2inHa*vStorageArea);
* m3 = mm change to m * ha change to m2
EQ4b(t).. (vIrrigation(t)/pMMinM)*(vHarvestArea*pM2inHa) =G= 0;
* mm change to m3/m2 * ha change to m2 = 0
EQ5(t)$(ord(t) lt card(t)).. vWaterStock(t+1)=E= vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t);
* m3 = m3 + m3 + m3 - m3 - m3
EQ5Last(t)$(ord(t) eq card(t)).. vWaterStock(t)vEvaporation(t)+vRainfall(t)-vIrrigation(t)-vDisposedWater(t) =G= 0;
* m3 - m3 + m3 - m3 - m3 = 0
EQ6.. vHarvestArea+vStorageArea =L= pTotalArea;
* ha + ha = ha
EQ7(t).. vWaterStock(t) =L= vKapacity;
* m3 =l= m3
EQ8.. vKapacity =L= vStorageArea*pM2inHa*pDepth;
* m3 = ha * 10000 change to m2 * m
EQ9(t).. vRevenue(t)=E= vQuantity(t)*pRicePrice;
* IDR million = ton * IDR million/ton
EQ10(t).. vCosts(t) =E=
(vIrrigation(t)*pPumpingCost)+pOMCost+(pFarmingCost*vHarvestArea);
* IDR million = m3 * IDR million/m3 + IDR million + IDR million per
ha * ha
EQ11.. vConstructionCost =E= pConstructionCost*vKapacity;
* IDR million = IDR million/m3 * ha change to m2 * m
EQ12.. vInvestCost =E= vConstructionCost+(0.1*vConstructionCost);
* IDR million = IDR million + IDR million
EQobj.. vGoal =E= sum (t, (vRevenue(t)vCosts(t))/((1+pDiscountRate)**pYearNumber(t)))-vInvestCost;
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*IDR million = IDR million - IDR million - IDR million
vWaterStock.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)
vIrrigation.fx(t)$(ord(t)

eq
eq
eq
eq

1)
1)
2)
3)

=
=
=
=

0;
0;
0;
0;

model water_storage /all/;
loop(s,
pConstructionCost = pScenConsCost(s);
*pRicePrice= 4.13;
*pConstructionCost=0.0335;
*pOMCost=97.3;
*pYieldPotential=10;
*pM2inHa=10000;
*pMMinM=1000;
*pFarmingCost=2.006;
*pPumpingCost=5;
*pEvapCoefficient=0.17;
*pDepth=3.5;
*pTotalArea=1120;
*pBeta=0.005;
vIrrigation.l(t) = 0;
vKapacity.l = 0;
vStorageArea.l = 0;
vHarvestArea.l = 0;
vDisposedWater.l(t)= 0;
vEvaporation.l(t)= 0;
vRainfall.l(t)= 0;
solve water_storage USING NLP MAXIMIZE vGoal;
pScenCapacity(s) = vKapacity.l;
pScenGoal(s) = vGoal.l;
pScenInvest(s) = vInvestCost.l;
);
Display pScenCapacity,pScenGoal,pScenInvest;
execute_UNLOAD 'watermodel10S3.gdx', pScenCapacity;
execute 'GDXXRW.exe watermodel10S3.gdx par=pScenCapacity';
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